January 5, 2012

**Suffolk University on WCBS-NY (CBS) - New York, NY**
01/05/2012 04:02:20 AM
CBS Morning News (News)

...on favorite in the granite state. the latest suffolk university poll gives romney a commanding lead in new hampshire. 43% to ron paul's 14%. newt gingrich is third. ...

**Suffolk University on KSLA-SHV (CBS) - Shreveport, LA**
01/05/2012 04:02:23 AM
Up to the Minute (News)

...on favorite in the granite state. the latest suffolk university poll gives romney a commanding lead in new hampshire. 43% to ron paul's 14%. newt gingrich is third. ...

**Suffolk University on KXII (CBS) - Sherman, TX**
01/05/2012 04:32:20 AM
CBS Morning News (News)

...on favorite in the granite state. the latest suffolk university poll gives romney a commanding lead in new hampshire. 43% to ron paul's 14%. newt gingrich is third. ...

**Suffolk University on KMVT (CBS) - Twin Falls, ID**
01/05/2012 05:02:18 AM
CBS Morning News (News)

...on favorite in the granite state. the latest suffolk university poll gives romney a commanding lead in new hampshire. 43% to ron paul's 14%. newt gingrich is third. ...

**Suffolk University on KXMC (CBS) - Minot, ND**
01/05/2012 05:02:20 AM
Up to the Minute (News)

...on favorite in the granite state. the latest suffolk university poll gives romney a commanding lead in new hampshire. 43% to ron paul's 14%. newt gingrich is third. ...

**Suffolk University on New England Cable News - Boston, MA**
01/05/2012 05:04:38 AM
News @5AM (News)

...substantive rise.*') the latest suffolk university poll out of new hampshire showed huntsman running a distant third behind mitt ...
...in New Hampshire. According to the latest Suffolk University poll, he trailed by eight points. Santorum said he would be happy to pass Gingrich and Ron Paul. ...

On favorite in the Granite State. The latest Suffolk University poll gives Romney a commanding lead in New Hampshire. 43% to Ron Paul's 14%. Newt Gingrich is third. ...

...in New Hampshire. Right now according to a 7 News Suffolk University poll, is he behind Rick -- Mitt Romney by 37 points. Rick Santorum, at this point, just says he will be happy with ...

...contest. The most recent Suffolk University polls give him a 29 point lead over Ron Paul -- who comes in at a distant second ...

...wide margin. The latest poll from the Suffolk University shows him taking 43% of the vote. Ron Paul was seconds with 14%, and the primary will be big for John Huntsmen, who finished ...

...we'll go live in New Hampshire and get the results of our 7 News Suffolk University poll. >> Also sad news a member of a ski team dies on the slopes. We'll explain what happened. We're back in two minutes. ...
...on favorite in the granite state. the latest suffolk university poll gives romney a commanding lead in new hampshire. 43% to ron paul’s 14%. newt gingrich is third.

...mitt romney is clearly the man to beat pap new poll by 7 news and suffolk university shows romney with 43% of the support there. ron paul trails by double digits at 16%. ...

...before the polls open. an our exclusive 7 news suffolk university poll romney remains the clear frontrunner with 41%. ron paul is second with 18%. and rick santorum is third with 8%. ...

...high in what has become romney’s adopted home state. a new suffolk university poll shows him with a commanding lead in new hampshire at almost 30 points above his rivals. at the same time, newt gingrich ...

...high in what has become romney’s adopted home state. a new suffolk university poll shows him with a commanding lead in new hampshire at almost 30 points above his rivals. at the same time, newt gingrich ...
...high in what has become romney’s adopted home state. a new suffolk university poll shows him with a commanding lead in new hampshire at almost 30 points above his rivals. at the same time, newt gingrich ...

Suffolk University on KGMB-HON (CBS) - Honolulu, HI
01/05/2012 04:02:18 AM
CBS Morning News (News)

...on favorite in the granite state. the latest suffolk university poll gives romney a commanding lead in new hampshire. 43% to ron paul’s 14%. newt gingrich is third. ...

Suffolk University on K13XD (CBS) - Fairbanks, AK
01/05/2012 06:02:21 AM
CBS Morning News (News)

...on favorite in the granite state. the latest suffolk university poll gives romney a commanding lead in new hampshire. 43% to ron paul’s 14%. newt gingrich is third. ...

Suffolk University on KOAB (PBS) - Bend, OR
01/05/2012 07:03:16 AM
Curious George (Children's)

...high in what has become romney’s adopted home state. a new suffolk university poll shows him with a commanding lead in new hampshire, at almost 30 points above his rivals. at the same time, newt gingrich ...

Suffolk University on KOTI (NBC) - Medford, OR
01/05/2012 07:03:16 AM
Today (News)

...high in what has become romney’s adopted home state. a new suffolk university poll shows him with a commanding lead in new hampshire, at almost 30 points above his rivals. at the same time, newt gingrich ...

Suffolk University on KGMB-HON (CBS) - Honolulu, HI
01/05/2012 08:03:15 AM
The Early Show (News)

...high in what has become romney’s adopted home state. a new suffolk university poll shows him with a commanding lead in new hampshire, at almost 30 points above his rivals. at the same time, newt gingrich ...

Suffolk University on WKRC-CIN (CBS) - Cincinnati, OH
01/05/2012 12:05:18 PM
Local 12 at Noon (News)
...iowa. a new suffolk university poll shows romney with a commanding lead - almost 30 points ...

Suffolk University on WHDH-BOS (NBC) - Boston, MA
01/05/2012 12:08:14 PM
7News at Noon (News)

...hampshire primary. >> our exclusive 7 news suffolk university poll shows two candidates are starting to gain steam. and another is losing ground. andy hiller is live in ...

...for. and we have ours, a professor from suffolk university to talk about it. let's go through the leaders one by one, david. first, what's happening with ...

...and santorum's momentum is who from iowa to new hampshire according to a new poll conducted by suffolk university the former pennsylvania sen. is now third in the race for momentum only takes you so far the funniest film of that usually is expected to run away with the ...

...>> all right. now to our exclusive 7 news suffolk university poll. with less than a week to go before the new hampshire primary, we take a look at the latest numbers. ...

...January 10th matter. >> the point that the suffolk university daily tracking poll, which daily tracking polls are notoriously imprecise, we don't count on them. and we have our maris poll ...

...primary. brand new out this morning from suffolk university. look who is on top. that same guy that has been there for about two years now in massachusetts. ...

Suffolk University on MSNBC - U.S. Cable
01/05/2012 02:00:20 PM
News Nation (News)
...hampshire. According to the latest Suffolk University poll, Romney's robberies dropped by two points since Iowa. He is in first place with a commanding 41% saying they will ...

Suffolk University on NBC NY Non-Stop - New York, NY
01/05/2012 02:35:25 PM
1st Look (Lifestyle)

...Santorum's momentum moves from Iowa to New Hampshire according to a new poll conducted by Suffolk University, the former Pennsylvania Sen. is now third in the race that momentum only takes you so far gone he still holds a hugely thin and soft Constantini caught up with another candidate Newt Gingrich ...

Suffolk University on CNN - U.S. Cable
01/05/2012 03:40:19 PM
CNN Newsroom (News)

...you look at polling. The latest polls we've seen. Suffolk University poll, he is number 3. That is a distant third. We'll see how he fares Tuesday night going into the next south ...

Suffolk University on WBBH-FTM (NBC) - Fort Myers, FL
01/05/2012 04:06:27 PM
NBC 2 News @ 4 (News)

...with a big lead in Massachusetts, the poll from Suffolk University puts Romneys support at 48 percent of likely voters. Congressman Ron Paul came in second with 18 percent. Santorum is in third at 17 ...

Suffolk University on WINS-AM - New York, NY
01/05/2012 04:09:34 PM

...at all the negative ads the former speaker faced in Iowa latest poll finds Gingrich in 4th pl. for Suffolk University survey has Romney out in front followed by Ron Paul and Rick Santorum well we've heard about the differences between the sexes many times in the study finds ...

Suffolk University on CSPAN2 - U.S. Cable
01/05/2012 04:47:54 PM

...a big lead. The most recent poll has him at 43% at Suffolk University. Mitt Romney is at 43%. Ron Paul at 14%. Jon Huntsman and 9%. Newt Gingrich at 7% and Rex and ...

Suffolk University on KSTP-MIN (ABC) - Minneapolis, MN
01/05/2012 05:07:36 PM
5 Eyewitness News Live at 5 (News)

...back to back. A recent poll from Suffolk University has Romney lead being 23% but that lead is shrinking. The same poll taken before Iowa had Romney ahead by 27 points. Rick Santorum is seeing a steady ...

Suffolk University on WESH-ORD (NBC) - Orlando, FL
...lead. 41 percent of those surveyed by Suffolk University give Romney their support. Ron Paul comes in second with 18 percent. Rick Santorum nearly tied Rom in...

Suffolk University on KVVU-FOX (FOX) - Las Vegas, NV
01/05/2012 05:08:48 PM
FOX5 News at 5 (News)

...primary... a new Suffolk University poll shows Mitt Romney leading the field with 48 percent of the ...

Suffolk University on WBRZ-ABC (ABC) - Baton Rouge, LA
01/05/2012 05:13:40 PM
WBRZ News 2 Louisiana at 5 (News)

...drumming up some last-minute support. A poll by "Suffolk University" found 48 percent of likely Republican primary voters say they support Mitt Romney. Ron Paul is second... Rick...

Suffolk University on WCYB-NBC (NBC) - Tri-Cities, TN
01/05/2012 05:17:06 PM
News 5 Live at 5 (News)

...now less than a week away. A new poll by Suffolk University shows the former Massachusetts governor is leading his opponents by a large margin. 48 percent of likely Republican New Hampshire...

Suffolk University on KVVU-FOX (FOX) - Las Vegas, NV
01/05/2012 05:41:55 PM
FOX5 News at 5:30 (News)

...frontrunner. The Suffolk University survey of registered voters shows Mitt Romney leading the field...

Suffolk University on WGME-CBS (CBS) - Portland, ME
01/05/2012 06:02:45 PM
WGME News 13 at 6:00 (News)

...change as we all know... and in a hurry... but this latest one from Suffolk University shows the commanding lead Romney appears to have here... 41 percent of likely GOP NH primary voters support him... ...

Suffolk University on CNN - U.S. Cable
01/05/2012 06:03:35 PM
John King, USA (News)
...that came out in the last couple of days from suffolk, university, it is one of those polls, though, john, that started before the caucuses and ended after the caucuses, so it's difficult to gauge. ...

**Suffolk University on WINS-AM - New York, NY**
01/05/2012 06:09:38 PM

...the negative ads the former speaker faced in iowa would poll finds gingrich in 4th pl. with suffolk university serving as r font followed by whampoa rick santorum to strike section away well we've heard about the differences between the sexes but no study finds the personalities of many ...

**Suffolk University on WGHP (FOX) - Greensboro, NC**
01/05/2012 06:15:16 PM

...the economy saying.. quote.. ***he doesn't understand us.*** a new suffolk university poll of new hampshire voters shows mitt romney way ahead of his rivals going into tuesday's primary. nearly half ...

**Suffolk University on WESH-ORD (NBC) - Orlando, FL**
01/05/2012 06:16:56 PM

...trying to drum up last-minute support. a new poll by suffolk university shows mitt romney leading his opponents by a large margin. 48 percent of likely republican new hampshire primary voters say ...

**Suffolk University on KFDA (CBS) - Amarillo, TX**
01/05/2012 06:28:50 PM

...week now until the new hampshire primaries. a new poll by suffolk university shows romney is leading his opponents by a large margin with 48 percent support. ron paul came in second with 18 ...

**Suffolk University on KATU-POR (ABC) - Portland, OR**
01/05/2012 06:32:16 PM

...drum up some last-minute support. a new poll by suffolk university shows former massachusetts governor, mitt romney, is leading his opponents by a large margin. ...

**Suffolk University on WKOW (ABC) - Madison, WI**
01/05/2012 06:32:36 PM

...trying to drum up some last-minute support. a new poll by suffolk university shows the former massachusetts governor is leading his opponents by a large margin. forty-eight ...
...interesting. the new hampshire tracking poll from suffolk university taken on
tuesday and wednesday shows romney leading with 41% of the vote, are ron paul
well behind in second place with 18 ...

...have mitt romney with a commanding lead. a new hall poll by suffolk university
shows the former massachusetts governor with 41 percent of the doubt. ron paul is
in second place with 18 percent followed by rick ...

...about. first, the new polling from suffolk university. mitt romney with a
commanding 41% of likely republican voters. he is followed by ron paul at 18%, rick
santorum and newt ...
...candidate mitt romney has a solid lead in new hampshire. a new suffolk university poll shows romney has support from 48-percent of republican voters in new hampshire. congressman ron paul is in ...

Suffolk University on KWQC-DAV (NBC) - Davenport, IA
01/05/2012 10:19:47 PM
KWQC TV6 News at 10PM (News)

...romney leading by a large margin. the suffolk university 7 news poll shows the former massachusetts governor leading with 48 percent. ron paul came in second with 18 ...

Suffolk University on KTHV (CBS) - Little Rock, AR
01/05/2012 10:20:22 PM
KTHV News at 10 (News)

...new hampshire just ahead of tuesday's primaries. a new poll by suffolk university shows the former massachusetts governor is leading his opponents by a large margin. forty-eight percent of ...

Suffolk University on WEMT (FOX) - Tri-Cities, TN
01/05/2012 10:44:37 PM
Fox Tri-Cities 10 O'Clock News (News)

...now less than a week away. a new poll by suffolk university shows the former massachusetts governor is leading his opponents by a large margin. 48-percent of likely republican new hampshire ...

Suffolk University on WXII (NBC) - Greensboro, NC
01/05/2012 11:00:09 PM
WXII 12 News @ 11 (News)

...caucuses. and a new poll by suffolk university shows romney leading his opponents with 48- percent. ...

Suffolk University on WFXT-BOS (FOX) - Boston, MA
01/05/2012 11:01:41 PM
FOX 25 News at 11 (News)

...new hampshire? probably not. the latest suffolk university poll released today shows he's still way out in front with support from 41% of likely new hampshire republican primary ...

Suffolk University on WCTI-GRENC (ABC) - Greenville, NC
01/05/2012 11:06:43 PM
News Channel 12 at 11 (News)
...up some last-minute support. A new poll by "Suffolk University--7 News" shows the former Massachusetts governor is leading his opponents by a large margin. 48-percent of likely Republican new ... 

**Suffolk University on WHDH-BOS (NBC) - Boston, MA**

01/05/2012 11:06:52 PM  
7News at 11 PM (News)

...yesterday. And hours later exclusive 7 News Suffolk University poll shows Romney's lead in New Hampshire has shrunk a little but till well ahead of Ron Paul. Rick Santorum's support is ... 

**Suffolk University on KERO-BFL (ABC) - Bakersfield, CA**

01/05/2012 11:09:44 PM  
23 News at 11 (News)

...support. A new poll by Suffolk University shows former Massachusetts governor Mitt Romney is leading his opponents by a large margin. Forty-eight percent of likely ...